Version History
CR#

Description

Version 14.3.68 (SP2013/2016), Oct-22-2018

5866

Fixed: cascading lookup fields that are added to a form created using SPD will not render on the
first load

Version 14.3.62 (SP2010/2013/2016), Feb-13-2018
5559

Added: Add option to edit item in grid mode, in a popup

5560

Added: Add ability to delete an item in grid mode

5570

Fixed: SP2007 - Date columns pulled from a CLU field don't show in list view

5579

Added: Optionally show/hide the link to the lookup item in the list view

Version 14.3.59 (SP2010/2013/2016), Dec-19-2017
5460

Fixed: left-right CLU fields will stop responding in large multitiered cascading lookup structures.

5502

Fixed: Cascading Lookup Plus with Source list columns in new form when opened is shortening
intermittently

5532

Fixed: cascasding lookup will lose its values after editing an item if the field is using grid view

Version 14.3.53 (SP2010/2013/2016), Aug-31-2017
5392

Fixed: CLU dropdown fields disabled by SLFE don't render.

5400

Fixed: Cascading Lookup doesn't load values on form load when master lookup has SLFE default
value.

5409

Fixed: Grid view filters are not working in cascading lookup.

5412

Fixed: If a field contains a hashtag it gets filtered out on the master details cascading lookup

5500A Improved: Improve Cascading Lookup performance - grid mode.
Version 14.3.46 (SP2010/2013/2016), Jun-08-2017
5238

Fixed: When creating a CLU field, adding fields to the "Additional columns in list view pages"
causes an error on save.

5239

Fixed: When creating a clu field, if the "Additional columns in list view pages" is left blank but
the "Enable use in calculated fields", an error is produced upon saving.

5281

Fixed: Error when you try to edit setting for site column.

CR#

Description

5297

Fixed: Cascading lookup grid does not show changes when clicking the refresh button.

Version 14.3.41 (SP2010/2013/2016), Feb-07-2017
5098

Fixed: Error message "This was an error getting the items..." shows under the field

5167

Fixed: Using a different skin other than the default during creation of a cascading lookup field
will return an error

5191

Fixed: If a list as multiple views with the same name, a cascading lookup field cannot be
created.

5215

Improved: Allow changing source web and list for an existing cascading lookup column.

Version 14.3.36 (SP2010/2013/2016), Nov-07-2016
5010

Improved: Add support for cascading lookup field to survey lists.

5017

Added: In Cascading Lookup settings page, add all displayed column of cascading lookup to the
"Master field" drop-down allowing to filter other cascading lookup.

5039

Fixed: Cannot select items in cascading lookup using grid view if it comes before a repeating
rows field

5050

Fixed: Checkbox in cascading lookup field disappears on new and edit for after an ajax update

5054

Fixed: Cascading Lookup field in a survey list causes create new item link to open a tab instead
of a dialog

5089

Fixed: Choice column shows delimeter like ";#"in value Value looks like ";#1;#2;#"

5090

Fixed: User field shows original name instead of display name

5097

Fixed: Cascading lookup loses selected values when third Master field is selected

Version 14.3.30 (SP2010/2013/2016), May-30-2016
4792

Fixed: Child Drop down field does not cascade if parent field is set to required

4851

Fixed: Cascadng drop-down arrow doesn't work in the third cascading level

4883

Improved: Cascading lookup shows internal name for usernames when in view mode

4922

Fixed: Cascading Lookup master details causes list to jump

4937

Fixed: Cascading lookup column refresh causes vertical scrollbar to disappear (SP2010)

Version 14.3.28 (SP2010/2013/2016), Feb-15-2016
4467

Fixed: Clicking the save button in the ribbon when there is a filtering set of cascading lookups
present causes multiple items to be saved

CR#

Description

4579

Fixed: Cascading field displays HTML instead of value in Document set display form

4598

Fixed: Having cascading lookup on a form with field grouping causes multi-select lookup fields to
disappear on refresh

4610

Added: Add "Load on Demand" to cascading lookup dropdown in order to improve load
performance when having thousands of item in the connected list

4664

Improved: Disable the "Save" button during Cascading Lookup update in order to prevent save
conflict

Version 14.3.21 (SP2010/2013), Jul-17-2015
4462

Fixed: Adding a new item does not update the grid view status (view/edit mode)

Version 14.3.20 (SP2010/2013), May-15-2015
4371

Fixed: Using REST API does not get values from KWizCom fields

4405

Fixed: Errosr ULS log about "Detected use of SPRequest for previously closed SPWeb object"

4418

Fixed: Cascading Lookup - Creating a new item in parent list causes child list to jump back to top

4451

Fixed: Cascading Lookup can't look past page 10

4452

Fixed: Cascading lookup inside repeating rows – not working. Shows error it is in grid mode

Version 14.3.15 (SP2010/2013), Feb-02-2015
4302

Fixed: Cascading lookup columns prevents some columns from appearing in IE8

4321

Fixed: Have to click create new item link twice

4322

Improved: reduce delay time when entering edit mode

4338

Improved: When adding new item the form jumping to the top

Version 14.3.13 (SP2010/2013), Dec-16-2014
4195

Fixed: Having a cascading lookup at the bottom of a long form prevents adding new items to the
source list

4233

Fixed: Using cascading lookup on a document library prevents the 2nd page from being viewed

4297

Improved: Display the Cascading Lookup field as R/O in inline edit mode.

4298

Fixed: In BC mode if item has cascading lookup field in inline edit, it is impossible to save value.
Exception thrown

Version 14.3.08 (SP2010/2013), Aug-17-2014
3941

Fixed: Unable to edit cascading lookup columns with master lookups properly
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3999

Fixed: Pagination causes grid display issues in cascading lookup

4082

Fixed: left right picker for cascading lookup refreshes to top of page

4108

Improved: Improve performance when using a few Cascading Lookup fields in a list view with
many items

4127

Improved: Add support for IE 8

4134

Fixed: Error display on custom new form with CCLP lookup of Calendar location field

Version 14.3.00 (SP2010/2013), Feb-20-2014
3835

Fixed: Cascading lookup does not display metadata fields properly,

3863

Fixed: Left Right display method does not spawn scrollbars.

3866

Improved: Display multi-lookup field values in separate rows.

3869

Fixed: Grid view selected items dissapearing.

3882

Fixed: Left <-> Right view does not retain saved items in CLU.

Version 14.2.50 (SP2010/2013), Dec-01-2013
3614

Fixed: Using “accept changes” cancels the selection.

3672

Fixed: Using “Cancel changes” doesn’t clear the selection.

3731

Fixed: Setting default values with List Forms Extensions on cascading multiple selection type
fields doesn't work.

Version 14.2.00 (SP2010/2013), Aug-30-2013
3127

Improved: Lookup list in the dialog window should display at the top of the form, not the middle

3128

Fixed: pop-up dialog which displays parent list does not grey out and disable entire page

3155

Fixed: "Hide" grid header property does not work

3261

Fixed: Cascading error displayed when selecting 100+ items

3337

Improved: When no value is selected, cascading fields should not refresh

Version 3.5.00 (SP2007), 13.5.00 (SP2010/2013), Dec-16-2012
1473

Fixed: Cascading lookup does not display correctly when using inline editing

1628

Fixed: Refreshing one field refreshes other on the page

1704

Added: add the selected column to the "Additional columns in item's View/Edit forms" list

CR#
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1712

Improved: Make the "Allow multiple values" visible only in Grid mode

1714

Improved: When hiding the grid's header the filtering row isn't displayed

1719

Fixed: Cascading doesn't work with SharePoint lookup that has many items

1933

Improved: Enable adding numeric columns to the Cascading Lookup

2132

Fixed: Unable to deploy template with cascading lookup

2172

Fixed: Auto complete does not work in cascading lookup dropdown menu

2230

Fixed: ID column is always set to the last column postion

2252

Improved: Remove line underneath Cascading drop down field

2326

Improved: Query used to look-up list causes a threshold error

2395

Fixed: CascadingLookup throw Save conflict with some other vendors proiducts (ARX Signature)

2423

Improved: Cascading grid edit by request filter option

2432

Fixed: Default style changed when upgraded to new Telerik control

2458

Fixed: Cannot Featureeate site from a template with data with Cascading Lookup field

2628

Fixed: In grid display- checkbox state is visually reversed after clicking it

2631

Fixed: Adding a lookup to a document library shows an error in list view

2633

Fixed: Adding new document window from a document library lookup is not properly sized

2648

Fixed: Column order changes when editing by request

2650

Improved: Developer Licensing Notification pushing down forms

2713

Improved: Cascading lookup User guide changes required

2716

Improved: Can't make a grid field support multiple items if relationship behavior was ever
enabled

2737

Fixed: Connect to a list using a view show all items if view is empty

2838

Fixed: Clicking 'edit selection' makes the grid non responsive

Version 3.4.00 (SP2007), 13.4.00 (SP2010), Oct-29-2011
392

Added: Allow user to select fields which will be visible in list view

1834

Fixed: Existing values are not added to the reverse lookup field when a reverse lookup is created

CR#

Description

1862

Fixed: Master-details does not work if "all items" view is selected in "Filter items by this view:"
property

1906

Added: Opening multiple new form windows should close in the same order they were created

1926

Improved: Avoid Cascading field refresh in dropdown mode when loading first time

1927

Added: Update Cascading event handler for support Datasheet Compatibility mode

1985

Fixed: Bug Fix: In Firefox 3rd level cascading is not refreshes when 1st level changed

2011

Added: Add "Filter out identical values" checkbox to Cascading Lookup field settings page

Version 3.3.00 (SP2007), 13.3.00 (SP2010), Jun-09-2011 - Base version
569

Improved: Improve performance

1012

Fixed: Bug Fix: Selections disappear on grid view with pagination enabled

1160

Fixed: Bug Fix: In IE - Clicking refresh required for multi-tiered filtered lookups

1175

Added: Enable creating new items in lookup lists without root site permissions

1206

Fixed: Bug Fix: checked/unchecked filter disappears after use

1324

Fixed: Bug Fix: uncheck\check filter does not function

1415

Added: Enable lookup to other site collections (works in New/Edit/View forms only)

1475

Added: Enable displaying additional lookup columns in list view pages

1614

Added: Enable CONTAINS filter on multiple strings

1626

Added: Add property to allow hiding the Grid's header (when displaying multiple lookup
columns)

